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 es and over 300 unique pokemon-dialogues per character-make a total of 2000 dialogues, line-combos and special events. In
other news, If you're ready for some more good news, we have brought our third RFF Network destination back to Red. This
one is a true tale of betrayal, murder and destruction that will leave you feeling hopeless and helpless. Just watch. Listen to the

full podcast on iTunes, Stitcher or iHeartRadio. Want to start a healthy habit, a healthy addiction? We’ve got you covered. Head
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to the RFF Store and pick up the new Season Pass. Check out the cinematic trailer here and don’t forget to watch the trailer
embedded below. A few months ago we introduced you to two incredible game developers. They joined us from the UK in the
form of Grant Berry and Gary Steadman. Today we welcome them back as our final RFF Network interview and feature! Why
now? We can now share more of our plans for both developers and the RFF Network. If you missed our introduction, here’s a

short summary of what you’ve missed so far. Jonathan Hagemann is the Lead Designer on N++, known as “Red” in some
circles. He is a relatively unknown, underappreciated developer at the moment, but he’s the passionate creative director behind a
great little game. Watch the above video to learn more about N++. We've also posted an interview with Jonathan below. We've

had a lot of positive feedback from you, the community, about the content you've seen thus far on the RFF Network. We're
grateful to you and can't wait to see what's in store. We're also really looking forward to seeing what you'll make of all the new
content we have planned for 2017. If you have any feedback on what we're currently doing and what content you'd like to see

we'd love to hear it. Please leave us a comment below. It's been a very good first half year for us here at RFF. We're excited for
what's ahead and hope you've enjoyed the content we've shared thus far. We know we could do more, but we're already busy, so

we hope to get more content in the New Year. If you'd like to contribute to the RFF Network please reach out to us at
rffnetwork@rocketflightgames.com. We're always looking 82157476af
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